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1. Introduction

Smart products and modern digital manufacturing systems are characterised by their integration in networks, most notably the Internet of Things (IoT) and/or Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). Such cyber-physical systems (CPS) are increasingly taking over control of essential value-added functions which are often safety-critical, i.e. any failures linked to these functions might harm human health. This leads to the necessity of taking functional safety into account in the very design of these systems and the infrastructure they depend on. At the same time, their integration in integrated technology (IT) networks exposes CPS to cybersecurity risks, i.e. malicious intrusions aiming at modifying the intended behaviour of the network and/or the linked devices.

While not every secure system is necessarily safety-critical, the opposite always holds true: safety-critical systems have to be secure as well, otherwise the built-in safety features might be compromised by intruders. In several industry sectors, though, functional safety, cybersecurity and related standards have evolved separately from each other as their treatment in design requires very special knowledge.

This paper uses the example of an automotive electric power steering system (EPS) to propose a systematic approach to integrating functional safety and cybersecurity in the early design based on Axiomatic Design (AD) [1] and Signal Flow Analysis (SFA) [2]. Section 2 explains the context, the research objectives and methodology. Section 3 introduces essential related work in the automotive domain. Section 4 illustrates an integrated approach to safety and cybersecurity requirements elicitation based on AD and SFA applied to the EPS. Section 5 shows the integration of this concept in the three most dominant automotive development standards through a framework. Based on this, section 6 suggests a core element for the extension of these standards to also cover requirements linked to the cyber-infrastructure. Finally, section 7 concludes with a summary of this paper’s key contributions and an outlook.

2. Target and methodology

Designing CPS increasingly requires integrated design methods [3] due to the high degree of dependability of these CPS in terms of their functional safety, cybersecurity, reliability, availability, integrity, maintainability and other essential system properties [4]. We have published our results of the application of integrated design methods to the integration of both functional safety and cybersecurity requirements of automotive embedded systems essentially based on the hardware-software-interface (HSI) specification in [5]. In this paper, we build on this work in order to investigate how to use SFA in combination with AD in order to integrate requirements to functional safety and cybersecurity, as well as requirements linked to the cyber-infrastructure in the design of CPS. We use AD in order to enable design complexity reduction on system architecture level, while deploying SFA for the identification of the key functional requirements (FR) that are linked to the product and the larger context of the latter’s cyber-infrastructure. In order to assure the practical applicability of our approach, we align our methodology with the systematic integration of current and upcoming functional safety and cybersecurity design standards in a leading industry domain.

3. Essential related work in the automotive context

CPS are considered the most important driver for innovation in the automotive domain as they are the enablers of new and improved functionalities such as steer- and brake-by-wire and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) leading towards the autonomous vehicle. Functional safety development aspects are currently addressed by the ISO 26262 [6] which is based on the ISO 61508, the corresponding standard for industrial automation. There is no comparable standard for automotive cybersecurity yet, the SAE guideline J3061 [7] is the only published industry agreement at this stage. The Industrial Internet Consortium has published a generic reference architecture for the design of CPS manufacturing systems [8].
In terms of published research, Ward et al. [9] suggest a risk assessment method for security risk in the automotive domain named threat analysis and risk assessment, based on the Hazard and Risk Analysis (HARA) specified in [6]. Steiner et al. [10] deal with safety and security analysis, however focus on state/event fault trees for modelling of the system under development. Bloomfield et al. [11] mention a security-informed risk assessment with a focus on a “security-informed safety case” and the impact of security on an existing safety case.

### 4. SFA and AD for integrated safety/security design

In [3] we explain the hazard and risk analysis (HARA) using the ESCL example. Here we apply the same principle to an EPS in which an electric motor provides steering power support (instead of a hydraulic pump driven by the combustion engine). The HARA results in an ASIL D rating (i.e., highest possible safety criticality) and a safety goal (i.e., high-level functional safety requirement):

- **FR1:** “There must be no unwanted steering actuation”.

When carrying out a system analysis, this safety goal needs to be decomposed into system safety FRs. The safety experts and system analyst usually look at the potential faults that can lead to this failure (e.g., based on an FMEA) and define Functional Safety Concept requirements to diagnose and avoid these faults. In order to render this process systematic, we propose signal-flow analysis as depicted in Figure 1.

**Figure 1.** Signal flow analysis of the EPS system.

The signal flow analysis starts from the steering torque sensor rather than from the steering angle sensor that is typically provided by the vehicle manufacturer (OEM) rather than the EPS supplier. This fact also has strong consequences on the FR’s and DP’s linked to the safety goal FR1 analysed here.

Based on this analysis we find that two potential sources of violating the safety goal FR1 are erroneous values for the steering angle demand or the torque applied to the steering wheel by the driver. Hence, we can decompose FR1 to:

- **FR1-1:** “The steering angle has to be measured with ASIL-D quality.”
- **FR1-2:** “The driver demand torque has to be measured with ASIL-D quality.”

In the following we will limit decomposition considerations [6] to FR1-1. For the reason explained above, the decomposition continues on Technical Safety Concept level as follows:

- **FR1-1-1:** “The internal steering angle is calculated from the rotor angle.”
- **FR1-1-2:** “The index position has to be provided with ASIL-D quality.”

In the technical safety design in system architecture level, we can identify the following design parameters (DP), based on decomposition according to [4]:

- **DP1:** The internal steering angle calculation is done with two rotor position sensors fulfilling ASIL-B quality goals.
- **DP2:** The rotor position sensor signals are compared against each other using an ASIL-D rated ASIC delivering sin and cos angle information and index counter.
- **DP3:** Diversity and independency are assured in the hardware design (not having the same fault behaviour) and algorithms (sin and cos function).

This design choice induces the following technical software requirement:

- **FR1-1-3:** “Every 1 ms the sin and cos index counters have to be measured and the redundant steering angles calculated”.
- **FR1-1-4:** “Both steering angles must match within a 5 degrees range (plausibility-check). This comparison has to be executed and monitored independently of the calculation linked to FR1-1-3.”

In autonomous driving, however, the demand value for steering will be provided by the cyber-infrastructure and/or the vehicle’s central electronic control (ECU) rather than by the driver. Consequently, we have to extend our system boundaries and the related analyses as illustrated in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** EPS signal flow analysis in an autonomous vehicle.

This change has a significant impact on the ASIL ratings, as well as the top-level safety goal:

- **FR2:** “The EPS must steer exactly according to the external steering command.”

The external steering command contains the requested steering angle, which the steering controller (ASIC) translates to a steering torque before comparing the actually achieved internal steering angle with the externally requested one. Moreover, the system’s safe state on vehicle level has to change, since there is no driver to hand over steering control in the event of EPS failure:

- **DP3:** Use redundant and diverse motor concepts (e.g., 6 phase, 12 phase) to allow a limp-home mode to a garage.

Adding cybersecurity requirements to this involves the analysis of both static and dynamic dependencies between functional safety FRs and the results of the cybersecurity threat analysis and risk assessment (TARA) [7]. In this contribution, we will focus on the signal (attack) flow analysis, i.e., the dynamic part only. Figure 3 shows the signal flow analysis of two selected potential attacks, one originating in the cyber-infrastructure, the other one—more classically—originating in the service garage via the vehicle’s traditional diagnostic interface. This analysis has been used in order to identify the requirements for the design of diverse defence layers implementing the defence-in-depth design pattern. Linking design patterns with AD is particularly interesting in the cybersecurity domain where researchers and industry experts have come up with numerous attack/threat and
defence patterns over the last 15 years. Particularly outstanding, Hafiz et al. [12] sum up 96 such patterns without which it is very difficult for system analysts to identify and integrate cybersecurity requirements. Thomas et al. [13] build on this work in order to make these (bottom-up) design patterns usable in AD (top-down). We applied their unique approach to our case study.

Each rectangle represents a particular design process phase along the V-cycle, which is the backbone of automotive development. The arrows indicate (explicit or implicit) dependencies that we could identify among these processes. In order to give a small insight into the complete framework linking the three standards, we will look at the System Requirements Analysis process (SYS.2 in Automotive SPICE 3.0 [14]).

Automotive SPICE base practice SYS.2.BP1: “Specify system requirements. Use the stakeholder requirements and changes to the stakeholder requirements to identify the required functions and capabilities of the system. Specify functional and non-functional system requirements in a system requirements specification” [14].

Complementary functional safety design tasks:
Related to [6], clauses ISO 26262-4 6.4.1.1, 6.4.1.3, 6.4.1.4:

- Make technical safety requirements consistent with functional safety requirements.
- Make technical safety requirements traceable back to their sources.
- Use semiformal notations for ASIL C and D.

Related to [6], clauses ISO 26262-4 6.4.2.1, 6.4.2.2, 6.4.2.3:

- Specify the required safety mechanisms in the technical safety concept, including control and monitoring systems to achieve all safety goals in time immediately or by a warning or degradation concept with the correct prioritization.
- Specify measures to detect all possible failures and failure combinations including all operation modes and interactions with other systems.

Related to [6], clauses ISO 26262-4 6.4.4.1, 6.4.4.2, 6.4.4.3:

- Specify safety mechanisms to prevent faults from being latent for ASIL C/D requirements.
- Specify the multiple-fault detection interval to avoid multiple-point failures and to be consistent with the avoidance of latent faults for ASIL C/D requirements.

Complementary cybersecurity design tasks:
Related to [7], clauses 8.3.6, 8.3.7, 8.4.2:

- Derive cybersecurity requirements from the system level vulnerability analysis.
- Define the cybersecurity concept including functional cybersecurity requirements, cybersecurity plan, feature definition threat analysis and risk assessment, cybersecurity assessment.
- Organise regular cybersecurity reviews for the identification of new threats and related cybersecurity requirements.

Automotive SPICE base practice SYS.2.BP4: “Analyse the impact on the operating environment. Identify the interfaces between the specified system and other elements of the operating environment. Analyse the impact that the system requirements will have on these interfaces and the operating environment” [14].

Complementary functional safety design tasks:
Related to [6], clause ISO 26262-4 6.4.1.1:

- Specify technical safety requirements in accordance with the functional safety concept; the preliminary architectural assumptions of the item and the following system properties:
  a) the external interfaces, such as communication and user interfaces, if applicable;
  b) the constraints, e.g. environmental conditions or functional constraints; and
  c) the system configuration requirements.
- Specify the hardware-software interface (HSI).

5. Integration applied to applicable industry standards

In order for our research results to be accepted and actually deployed in industrial application, our industry research partners pushed and helped us integrate our concepts in the currently applicable industry standards Automotive SPICE [14] and [6,7]. This translates itself in a completely integrated treatment of requirements for the system, as well as its electronics hardware and software components while taking into account the three standards.

The methodology we applied is based on a systematic investigation of each standard’s practices in terms of the design tasks they require in order to achieve each specialist domain’s objectives. Subsequently we analysed the complementarity of these practices and ways of integrating them such that they help architects adopt a systemic view on designing CPS that are both safe and secure. Figure 4 shows a top-level overview of the results of this exhaustive research work on system level (processes SYS.1–5). We have achieved a similar mapping on software (SWE.1–6) and electronic hardware levels (HWE.1–4).

![Figure 3](Image)

**Figure 3.** EPS attack data flow analysis for the defence-in-depth pattern.

The key DPs affected by the defence-in-depth pattern are the following:

- location of each layer (shielding of system components),
- properties of each layer (defence mechanisms).

The power of AD lies in the integration of all DPs in a design matrix in order to analyse and improve the complexity of design decisions made for each FR in each domain (functional safety and cybersecurity in particular).

The met
Complementary cybersecurity design tasks:
Related to [7], clause 8.3.1:
- Identify the feature’s physical boundaries, its cybersecurity and network perimeter, as well as its trust boundaries.
- Define the feature’s scope and its interfaces to the cyber-infrastructure.

This integration work addresses the huge challenge both designers and quality (safety, security) assessors are increasingly confronted with, which is having a holistic, integrated view on the functional, non-functional and process requirements induced by the three automotive development standards.

6. Extension of applicable industry standards

Our work revealed that the current standards do not yet cover the challenges imposed by CPS in the form of ADAS and autonomous vehicles. An ADAS-based cyber-infrastructure will require an additional life cycle to be considered in Automotive SPICE. Therefore we propose a new set of processes, which we call the ASI (Automotive Service Infrastructure) processes. They are connected with the related system process life cycle (SYS.1-5) in Automotive SPICE, as shown in Figure 5 below.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** A new A-SPICE process life cycle for the cyber-infrastructure

The previously analysed base practice SYS.2.BP4 will need a complementary part in the corresponding ASI2 base practice: Proposed Automotive SPICE base practice ASI2.BP4: “Analyse the interfaces between the vehicle and the service infrastructure. Identify the interfaces between the vehicle and the service infrastructure. Analyse the impact that the service infrastructure interfaces will have with the vehicle’s operating environment.”

Outcomes: required Quality of Service (availability), reaction in case of no availability, criticality of information, safety integrity level, encryption and identification mechanisms.

From a more general, industry-sector independent point of view, this extension reflects the necessity for CPS development to take into account requirements purely linked to the cyber-infrastructure and directly or indirectly influencing the product’s or system’s behaviour [15]. Significantly more attention will have to be paid to the very clear definition of system interfaces beyond the CPS boundaries, as well as the scope and quality of service that is required by and/or provided by each CPS functionality.

Conclusion and outlook

In this paper we extend our methodology for the integration of functional safety and cybersecurity aspects in the early phases of industrial embedded systems design [5] by a systematic approach to integrated requirements elicitation based on AD and SFA on system architecture level. Our method leverages the integration of functional safety and cybersecurity design requirements on system architecture level, which is key to detailed component design that is safe and combats cyber threats effectively and efficiently. We have shown the application of our concept to the design of a modern automotive electric power steering system. In particular, we have investigated the functional safety and cybersecurity challenges linked to functions driven or at least influenced by the cyber-infrastructure. As increasingly many products and manufacturing processes are moving into the (I)IoT for being increasingly autonomous and smart, functional safety and cybersecurity are about to become the most essential horizontal quality characteristics. The automotive industry is considered precursor in this domain, as cars are extremely complex with respect to the high number of interconnected functions and required expert domains and organisational structures. In addition to that, innovation cycles are extremely short, and the automotive sector is moving from a product-focus to a product-service-system (IPS²) focus in terms of multi-modal mobility provision. The latter is a key driver for the advent of autonomous vehicles, which will be heavily dependent on the cyber-infrastructure even for providing basic vehicle functions such as steering. For this sector, we have also elaborated a framework for the integration of the three most prominent automotive development standards both on system architecture and detailed design levels. This framework includes an extension to cover requirements linked to the cyber-infrastructure. These results are on a good way of being adopted as an industry-wide standard.

Based on our generally applicable integration concept, the next steps in our research are focussed on the identification and characterisation of architectural design patterns that take into account both functional safety and cybersecurity by design, and can be deployed in several different industrial contexts.
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